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Multiple structures arise quite often in algebraic geometry, both as tools
and as objects to study in themselves. In particular multiple structures
supported by a curve C ; P r arise in the construction of vector bundles
 .Ferrand's doubling construction and as a tool for the study of cohomolog-
 w xical properties of smooth curves e.g., the Bayer]Eisenbud 1 theory of
. wrational ribbons motivated by the study of minimal free resolutions . In 2,
x3 the notion of ribbon was generalized to the notion of h-rope, h an
integer with 1 F h F r ; essentially, C is a 1-rope, a 2-rope is a ribbon, and
 .  . w xif T is an h-rope we have deg T s h ? deg C . In 2, 3 it was considered
only the more interesting case in which C is smooth. However, just for the
definition, we do not assume the smoothness of C and give the following
definition.
DEFINITION 0.1. Let C ; P r be a reduced curve. A generalized rope T
with C as support is a 1-dimensional locally Cohen]Macaulay scheme
T with T [ C and T contained in the first infinitesimal neighborhoodred
of C.
If C ; P r is integral, for every generalized rope T with C as support
 .  .there is an integer h F r such that deg T s h ? deg C . We will say that T
is a generalized h-rope.
w xThe goal in 2, 3 was to generalize the classical method of Castelnuovo
 w x w x.for integral curves see 11, Chap. III or 6 and obtain upper bounds
 .for the arithmetic genera of t-ropes in terms of deg C , t, and r. The
 . w xcase t s 2 i.e., the case of ribbons was previously studied in 9 . At the
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w xtion of the sharpness of the bounds proved in 2, 3 and the related
question of gaps for the possible arithmetic genera of t-ropes were raised.
The aim of this paper is the study of these gaps. We succeeded for t-ropes
 .T with C [ T smooth for the case ``C singular'' see Remark 2.4 . Asred
w xexpected these gaps exist for very high genera. Note that in 2, 3 it was
proved that the upper bounds for the arithmetic genera of t-ropes can be
achieved only if the smooth curve C has maximal genus among the
non-degenerate curves of P r with the same degree. By ``refined Castel-
 w x.nuovo theory'' see 11, Chap. III; 6 the same is true for arithmetic
w xgenera very close to the upper bounds proved in 2, 3 . If C is smooth, then
 .a t-rope T is uniquely determined by a rank t y 1 subbundle E of the
r  .  .   ..normal bundle N of C in P and we have deg E s p T q t 1 y p CC a a
 w x w x. see 2 or 3 . Hence the goal since we restrict the problem of gaps to the
problem of gaps for ropes supported by a smooth curve with maximal
.genus for its degree is to find subbundles of N with very high degreeC
and, if possible, give a description of all subbundles with very high degree
 .which show the existence of gaps for the possible p T . A key propertya
 w x w x w x w x.used here is the classical result see 11, Chap. III or 4 , 5 , or 6 that
 .for very high p C the curve C is contained in a minimal degree rationala
  . .normal surface S hence deg S s r y 1 . For the study of subbundles of
N in the case of singular S i.e., the case ``S cone over the rational normalC
ry1 .  .curve of P '' , see Theorem 2.1. If S is a smooth scroll, see 1.3 and
w xProposition 1.2. For this study we use in an essential way the results in 5 .
1. CURVES ON SMOOTH SCROLLS
First, we will fix a few notations and recall some well known results.
Fix integers d, r with d ) r G 3. Define integers m, « by the relations
 .  .  .d s m r y 1 q « q 1 with 0 F « F r y 2. Set g [ p d, r s m m y 1 r
. w x w x w x w xy 1 r2 q m« . As in 11, Chap. III or 4 , 5 , or 6 an integral non-degen-
r  .erate curve D ; P is called a Castelnuovo curve if p D is the maximala
 .value of the arithmetic genera of integral non-degenerate degree deg D
curves in P r. Every Castelnuovo curve of degree at least 2 r q 1 is con-
  .tained in a minimal degree rational normal surface S hence deg S s r y
.1 . S is either a smooth rational scroll or the cone over a rational normal
ry1 r curve of P . Let C ; P be a smooth Castelnuovo curve with d [
 . .deg C ) 2 r on a smooth rational normal scroll S. Take as free genera-
 .tors of Pic S the class H of the hyperplane section and the class R of a
 2 2 .fiber hence H s r y 1, H ? R s 1, and R s 0 . We have K s y2 H qS
 .  .r y 2 R e.g., use the adjunction formula for H and R . Call H, R also
 w x w x w x. < .their restriction to C. Recall see 4 , 5 , or 6 that either C g m q 1 H
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 . <  . < < y r y 2 y « R or but only if « s 0 C g mH q R ; set h s 1 resp.
.  .h s 0 if for C the first resp. the second case occurs.
Let U ; P r be a dimension u minimal degree smooth rational normal
  . uy1 1scroll hence deg U s r y u q 1 and U is a P -bundle over P , say
 .  1.U s P L [ ??? [ L with L g Pic P and with fibers embedded as1 u i
.  .  .linear subspaces . We may assume deg L F deg L if i F j; with thisi j
 .  .convention U is said to be balanced if deg L s deg L and semibal-u 1
 .  .anced if deg L F deg L q 1.u 1
The reader may find useful the following easy result which shows that
for many computations with smooth scrolls we may reduce to the case of a
semibalanced scroll.
PROPOSITION 1.1. Fix integers d, r with r G 3, d ) 2 r hence integers m,
.« . Let M be a component of the Hilbert scheme of smooth Castelnuo¨ o
r  .cur¨ es of P lying on a possibly singular rational normal degree r y 1
surface scroll S. Then a general element of M is contained in the rational
normal surface F with e s 0 for r odd, r s 1 for r e¨en, and H [ h q bRe
with 2b s r q e.
 .Proof. The polarized surfaces F , H , e s 0 or 1, described in thee
statement form a Zariski dense open subset of the Hilbert scheme of all
 .possibly singular degree r y 1 surface scrolls. Since M is smooth at the
w xpoints lying on a smooth S 5 , a dimension count for the cone over a
rational normal curve shows that it is sufficient to check that for all d,
 .g [ p d, r the family of all such smooth Castelnuovo curves in a fixed
 .polarized S, H has the same dimension, independently of the choice of
S. If S ( F , then H s h q bR with h2 s ye, 2b s r q e. Now the resulte
follows from Riemann and Roch and the vanishing of the relevant H 1, say
1  .  . ..  2 .H S, O m q 1 H y r y 2 y « R the vanishing for H being trivial .S
To check the vanishing of H 1 one can use, for instance, Kodaira vanishing
 .and the fact that yK s 2 H q 2 y r R.S
Fix integers r, u with r G 2u q 3 G 5. Let U ; P r be a minimal degreeu
 .   .semibalanced rational normal scroll with dim U s u hence deg U su u
.r y u q 1 . Then U is a divisor of type H q R on a minimal degreeu
 .semibalanced rational normal scroll U with dim U s u q 1. Henceuq1 uq1
by adjunction H q R is the normal bundle of U in U . If r G 2u q 5,u uq1
then U is a divisor of type H q R on a minimal degree balanceduq1
 .rational normal scroll U with dim U s u q 2. Hence the normaluq2 uq2
bundle of U in U is a rank 2 bundle given by an extension of H q Ru uq2
by itself. In particular this bundle is semistable. If we fix U and U , thenu uq2
there are several U with U ; U ; U think about factorizationsuq1 u uq1 uq2
of a fixed surjection from a semibalanced degree r y u y 1 rank u q 2
bundle on P1 to a semibalanced degree r y u q 1 rank u bundle on P1
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.through a semibalanced degree r y u rank u q 1 bundle . Hence we see
that this extension splits. Inductively we see in the same way the following
result.
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let S ; P r be a semibalanced rational normal surface
and let V ; P r be a semibalanced rational normal scroll with S : V and
 . w . x  .[uy2.u [ dim V s r y 1 r2 . Then N ( O H q R .S, V S
 . w . x1.3 Fix integers r, u with 3 F u F r y 1 r2 and a smooth rational
r  .   . .normal scroll U ; P [ P with dim U s u hence deg U s r y u q 1 .
Let m: U ª P1 be the projection, i.e., the ruling map. Let A ; U be a
dimension u y 1 projective space in the ruling of U. Consider the exact
sequence of normal bundles,
<0 ª N ª N ª N A ª 0, 1 .A , U A , P U , P
i.e., the exact sequence on A,
<0 ª O ª r y u q 1 O 1 ª N A ª 0. 2 .  .  .A A U <P
 .  .Since the entries of the map O ª r y u q 1 O 1 in the exact sequenceA A
 . 0  .. < 2 generates H A, O 1 , we see that N A ( TA [ r y 2u qA U, P
.  .1 O 1 . Note that this is true for every fiber A of m. Apply the theorem of
 .base change to the bundle N yH with respect to the projectionU, P
1 0  ..  .m: U ª P ; since h A, TA y1 s u and TA y1 is spanned by global
sections, we obtain the exact sequence
0 ª O yH q wR ª r y u q 1 O zR ª N yH ª 0 3 .  .  .  .  .U U U , P
 .  .  .  .for some integers w, z. Since c N s r q 1 H y c TU s r q 1 H1 U, P 1
 .  ryuq2q K and K s y2 H q r y u R e.g., use the case u s 2 in PU U
.  . and the adjunction formula , we have r y u q 1 z q r s w q u with
w . x.u [ r y 1 r2 . Since U is cut out scheme theoretically by degree 2
equations and even more: the homogeneous ideal of U is generated by
.quadrics , we see that N is a subsheaf of a direct sum of copies ofU, P
 . w . x  .O 2 H . From now on we assume u s r y 1 r2 . Hence in 3 we haveU
 0  .. .z F 2 since by the assumption on u we have H U, O H y 3R s 0 .U
We will see that the worst case i.e., the case allowing subbundles of NC , P
.of higher degree is the case z s 2, which is the most common one. Fix a
 .rank ¨ vector subbundle F of N and let F9 resp. F0 be its image intoC , P
<  .  .  . N C resp. N ; set ¨ 9 [ rank F9 and ¨ 0 [ rank F0 hence ¨ y 1S, P U, P
 . .  .F ¨ 9 F ¨ and ¨ 9 y u y 2 F ¨ 0 F ¨ 9 ; set d9 [ deg F9 and d0 [
 .  .  .deg F0 ; let J be the counterimage of F0 into r y u q 1 O H q zR ,U
 .  .  .  .  .  .j [ rank J hence ¨ 0 F j F ¨ 0 q 1 and t [ deg J . By 1 , 2 , and 3
  ..  we have d0 s t F d q 2 m q h ¨ 0 if j s ¨ 0 and d0 F d q 2 m q
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.. .  . .h ¨ 0 q 1 y wh if j s ¨ 0 q 1. We have d9 F d0 q ¨ 0 y ¨ 9 d q h
 .  . 2 .  . .2and deg F F d9 q ¨ y ¨ 9 C s d9 q ¨ y ¨ 9 m q h ? d q 2md
 .  . ..1 y h q 2hd r y 2 y « m q h .
We obtain upper bounds for the degrees of subbundles of N in theC
proof of Theorem 2.1.
2. CURVES ON CONES AND FURTHER REMARKS
In the first part of this section we study the case of smooth Castelnuovo
 .curves on a cone. Then see Remark 2.3 , we discuss the type of results
that can be obtained using the methods of this paper. We conclude the
paper with a discussion of the case of generalized t-ropes with singular
 .Castelnuovo curve as support see Remark 2.4 .
 . Let C be a smooth ordinary Castelnuovo curve of type m q 1 H the
.  .case « s r y 2 or mH q R the case « s 0 , on a rational normal cone
r w  . ry2Y ; P with vertex p. By 5, Th. 2.8, we have N ( O H q 2 R [C C
  . .O H q 2 R q K q r y 2 y « p .C C
THEOREM 2.1. Let C be a smooth ordinary Castelnuo¨ o cur¨ e of type
 .  .  .m q 1 H the case « s r y 2 or mH q R the case « s 0 , on a rational
normal cone Y ; P r with ¨ertex p. Set h s 0 if « s 0 and h s 1 if
« s r y 2.
 .  .1 The maximal degree of a rank 1 subbundle of N is d q 2 m q hC
 .   . .q 2 g y 2 q r y 2 y « and O H q 2 R q K q r y 2 y « p is theC C
unique rank 1 subbundle of N with maximal degree.C
 .  .2 There is no rank 1 subbundle of N of degree t with d q 2 m q hC
 .  .  .- t - d q 2 m q h q 2 g y 2 q r y 2 y « and O H q 2 R is theC
unique isomorphism class of a rank 1 subbundle of N of degree d q 2 m qC
.h .
 .3 Fix an integer u with 2 F u F r y 2. The maximal degree of a rank
 .  .  .u subbundle of N is d q 2 m q h q 2 g y 2 q r y 2 y « q u y 1 dC
 ..  .uy1   . .q 2 m q h and O H q 2 R [ O H q 2 R q K q r y 2 y « p isC C
the unique rank u subbundle of N with maximal degree.C
 .4 Fix an integer u with 2 F u F r y 2. There is no rank u
 .subbundle of N of degree t with d q 2 m q h q 2 g y 2 qC
 .  .  ..  .r y 2 y « q u y 1 d q 2 m q h y r - t - d q 2 m q h q 2 g y 2
 .  .  ..q r y 2 y « q u y 1 d q 2 m q h .
 . ry2 qProof. Set E [ O H q 2 R . Consider the projection F into theC
 .  .factor E of any subbundle F of N . In this way parts 1 and 2 areC
 .  q.  .obvious, while part 3 is obvious if rank F s u. To check part 3 when
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 q. yrank F s u y 1, consider also the kernel F and the image F0 of the
 projection of F into the remaining factor O H q 2 R q K q r y 2 yC
. .  y. y  .« p . Since rank F s u y 1 and F is a subsheaf of E while deg F0
 .  .  .F d q 2 m q h q 2 g y 2 q r y 2 y « , part 3 follows also in this
 .  .case. Part 4 follows from Proposition 2.2 below and the proof of part 3 .
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let C be a smooth ordinary Castelnuo¨ o cur¨ e of type
 .  .  .m q 1 H the case « s r y 2 or mH q R the case « s 0 , on a rational
normal cone Y ; P r with ¨ertex p. Set h s 0 if « s 0 and h s 1 if
1 < <« s r y 2. Then C has no linear series g with t - m q h and R is thet
unique g1 on C.mq h
Proof. Let u: W ª Y be the minimal desingularization of Y and CX be
 .  .the strict transform of C into W. Set H9 [ u* H , R9 [ u* R . Since C
 . is smooth, we have C9 ( C and C9 is a curve of type m q h H9 q 1 y
.h R9 on C9. Hence the result is a well known consequence of the Reider
 .  w x.technique applied to S9, C9 or see 4, Th. 1.5.1 .
Remark 2.3. The usual way to prove the existence of smooth non-
r  .degenerate curves in P for a very large set of pairs degree, genus is to
show the existence of such curves, C, in a fixed low degree surface S ; P r
 w x.see 10, 12, 14, 8, 7, 13 . For small r this method gives the complete
 ..solution for the existence problem of pairs degree, genus . Note that
 .  .   .deg N increases as p C hence quadratically with d [ deg C forC , S a
.curves of high genus . Since the homogeneous ideal of S is generated by
forms of degree F w for a fixed integer w, the method of our paper shows
 . < .that deg N C increases linearly with d. As in the other parts of ourS, P
paper, this implies that if 2 - t - r there are gaps for the arithmetic genus
of t-ropes with C as support. If r G 4, this works for at least an integer t.
However, in this way we do not get other gaps for the arithmetic genera of
 wt-ropes supported by smooth curves because, except in some cases see 11,
x.  .Chap. III; 6 , a given pair degree, genus the curves constructed in this
 r .way may form a small part of an irreducible component of Hilb P or
 r .there may be other components of smooth curves of Hilb P with the
same invariants.
In the next remark we will try to explain why the methods used in this
paper depend very much on the smoothness of the support of the rope.
Remark 2.4. The existence of components of the Hilbert scheme of
integral curves in P r parametrizing only singular curves and with extremal
arithmetic genus for that degree is known. These components parametrize
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singular curves on a rational normal cone Y ; P r. Let p : W ª Y be the
minimal desingularization of Y. Hence W ( F . If C is one such integralry1
curve, its strict transform in W will be a curve in a linear system call it
< < 2 2 .ah q bf with h an exceptional divisor of p , h s 1 y r, h ? f s 1, f s 0
whose general element is smooth but intersects the exceptional divisor in
 .more than one point, i.e., with a G 1 and b G r y 1 a q 2. We will fix the
  .. integer a, b associated to the curve C. Since p * O 1 is of type h q r yY
.1 f , the corresponding integral curve on Y has degree b. We consider a
general hyperplane M of P r; in particular, calling v the vertex of Y, we
 .assume v f M. We cut Y, C with M. On M the rational normal curve
 4 w . xY l M may be embedded in an increasing flag A , 1 F i F r y 2 r2 ,i
 .of smooth minimal degree rational normal scrolls in M, dim A s ii
  . .hence deg A s r y i , A [ Y l M, A ; A , for every i. Call H9i 1 i iq1
 .and R9 respectively the hyperplane class and the fiber class of Pic A fori
 .every A and later for singular scrolls in M . By Proposition 1.2 fori
w . x1 F i - r y 2 r2 , A is a divisor of type H9 q R9 of A . Then, as ini iq1
 .1.3 , we may continue this flag with a complete flag of singular rational
 4 w x  .   .normal scrolls A , rr2 F i F r y 2, of M, dim A s i hence deg Ai i i
.    ... w xs r y i , dim Sin g A s i y rr2 . We may apply the analysis of thei
sequence of normal sheaves made in the proof of Theorem 2.1 to this flag.
At the end we see that the maximal degree of subsheaves of the normal
w . xsheaf of Y l M is controlled by r y 2 r2 y 1 copies of H9 q R9 and
w . xr y 1 r2 copies of H9 q 2 R9. For every i, let B be the minimal degreei
r  .scroll of P which is the cone with vertex v and base A hence B s Y .i 1
 .The same bound applies taking H and R instead of H9 and R9 for the
normal sheaf of B in P r. Since H is a Cartier divisor, its restriction to C1
is well-defined. However, we were unable to understand in general the
restriction of the Weil divisor R of the cone Y to the singular curve C and
 .to obtain a good definition of deg N and of generalized rope. TheseC , S
problems depend only on a formal neighborhood of the vertex v of the pair
 .Y, C , i.e., on r and the structure of C at v, i.e., on r and the formal
 .structure of the triple W, C9, h in a formal neighborhood of the excep-
 .tional divisor h of W. Hence it is obvious that if we fix r and b y r y 1 a
 .  . 2but increase d i.e., increase a and if p C is of order a d with any fixeda
real number a ) 0, we still find in this way gaps for the arithmetic genera
 .of generalized t-ropes, t G 3, supported on a fix C or on the images p C9
< <of all smooth C9 ; W, C9 g ah q bf with C9 transversal to the excep-
< <  .tional divisor h. However, since every a9h q b9 f , a ) 1, b ) a9 r y 1 ,
contains singular integral curves and smooth curves not transversal to h,
we cannot claim to obtain in this way gaps for the arithmetic genera of all
possible generalized t-ropes. We do not see very strong evidence for the
existence of such gaps; we think that, even if they do exist, they are very
small.
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